Norwegian Cabin Safari
3 days, 2 nights, 2 days dog sledding

Upon request for 2 or more persons January to mid April 2019
Group departures 2019: 5th to 7th January
21st to 23rd January
11th to 13th March

7th to 9th January
11th to 13th March
8th to 10th April

Before you embark on this amazing
journey
across
a
snow-covered
mountain plateau, the tour leader will
give you the necessary instructions
for controlling your own team of
dogs! Everyone will learn to mush
and be responsible for their own dog
team of 4 to 6 dogs during the tour.
After the first day with your eager
team of 4 – 6 Alaska huskies,
crossing the mountain plateau, you
will arrive at the cabin that will be a
comfortable place for the night, even
with no water or electricity.
With
only the snow covered mountain
landscape around, and maybe some reindeer, is it an exceptional atmosphere to be out
in the white scenery. After caring for the dogs, you can enjoy yourself, spend the
evening in the cabin by the hot fire stove, or be outside and looking for the stars or the
northern lights. The next day you take a different route back to the kennels.
Day 1: Arrival at Trondheim airport, Værnes (best to arrive night before to enable early
departure to kennels) where you be met for your transfer to the husky base (if booked)
…. otherwise you can take the train to local station near the kennels.
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On arrival at the kennels you will meet the
huskies, be given your extra warm
outer clothing and the guide will give
you instructions about how to handle
the dogs and the sled and then you will
get your own team of 4 to 6 dogs,
which will take you out in the beautiful
winter landscape.
You will be out for a safari of 20 to
40km. Lunch en-route and dinner at
the end the day in the cabin. There we
have to do the camp work; take the
harnesses off the dogs and put them on
stake outs, carry water, prepare dog food and feed the dogs, warm up the cabin and
make dinner for ourselves. The rest of the evening you can relax and we make sure you
have a comfortable evening.
Day 2: After breakfast, feeding the dogs, and clearing the cabin, we head off for a safari
back to the kennel and include a lunch stop at a nice spot. Back at the kennels we all
take care of the dogs and thank them for the tour. In the evening we have dinner and
enjoy recollecting the tour. You will overnight in comfortable double room in mountain
chalet with shared facilities around 12km from the husky base or cabin or B&B or similar.
Day 3: Departure day. After breakfast, transfer to local train or bus station.
Minimum 2, maximum 6
Cost: £785 per person
Single supplement: £40
Included: Dog team of 4 to 6
dogs, guide, winter boots and
overall,
necessary
tour
equipment, 2 overnights, lunch
& dinner first day, breakfast,
lunch,
dinner
second
day,
breakfast on departure day.
Not included: Soft drinks and
alcoholic drinks.
Transportation (taxi) from / to
airport or local bus or railway
station can be booked.
Accommodation: Overnight in cabin up in the mountains with no water and electricity.
Overnight in nearby mountain lodge.
“After a day dogsledding, crossing the mountain plateau, we arrive to the cabin that will
be a comfortable place for the night, even its no water or electricity inside. With only the
snow covered mountain landscape around, and maybe some reindeer, is it an
exceptional atmosphere to be out in the white scenery.”
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